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Abstract—This paper describes a novel framework, called
Distributed Partial Information Management (or DPIM).
It addresses several major challenges in achieving efficient
shared path protection under distributed control with only
partial information, including (1) how much partial information about existing active and backup paths (or APs and BPs
respectively) is maintained and exchanged; (2) how to obtain
a good estimate of the bandwidth needed by a candidate BP,
called BBW, and subsequently select a pair of AP and BP
for a connection establishment request so as to minimize total bandwidth consumption and/or maximize revenues; (3)
how to distributively allocate minimal BBW (and de-allocate
maximal BBW) via distributed signaling; and (4) how to update and subsequently exchange the partial information.
A DPIM-based scheme using Integer Linear Programming is described to illustrate our approach. In addition,
an ultra-fast and efficient heuristic scheme is described.
With about the same amount of partial information, such
a heuristic-based DPIM scheme can achieve almost as a
good performance as the ILP-based DPIM scheme, and a
much better performance than another ILP-based scheme
described in [1]. The paper also presents an elegant method
to support dynamic requests for protected, unprotected, and
pre-emptable connections in the unified DPIM framework.
Keywords— distributed routing and signaling, bandwidth
guarantee, sharing, allocation and deallocation, protection.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A common approach to protecting a (bandwidth guaranteed) connection carrying critical information from a single link failure1 , termed path protection, is to use a linkdisjoint pair of active path (AP) and backup path (BP)
from an ingress node to an egress node. This work focuses on path protection as it can achieve fast restoration
and be bandwidth efficient in a mesh network by exploiting shared protection, whose concept is illustrated using
the following example. Assume that two connections, requiring ½ and ¾ units of bandwidth, respectively, are
established using two link disjoint APs. Since the two APs
cannot be broken at the same time due to a single link failure, their corresponding BPs need not be “activated” at the
same time either. Hence, if the two corresponding BPs
use the same link , they can share the backup bandwidth
(BBW) without affecting the survivability of either connection. More specifically, with shared protection, the total BBW that needs be allocated on link  (for the two BPs)
½  ¾ , instead of ½ ¾ without BBW sharing
is
as in the so-called No-Sharing (NS) scheme [1]. Hereafter,
the term “connection” refers to protected as well as bandwidth guaranteed connection unless otherwise specified.
In this work, we will study an on-line case where not all
requests for connection establishment and release arrive at
the same time, and a decision as to how to satisfy a request
(if possible at all) has to be made without knowing about
any future requests and, for the sake of guaranteed QoS,
without being able to rearrange the way existing connections are established.
In such an on-line case, a common objective is to allocate (or deallocate) a minimal (or maximal) total bandwidth or TBW, which is the sum of BBW allocated on
all BPs and the bandwidth allocated on all APs, hereafter
called ABW, when satisfying each request for connection
establishment (or release). Although on each link used by
an AP, a fixed amount of ABW (say  units) is to be allocated (or deallocated), the amount of BBW to be allocated





It has long been recognized that connection-oriented
services are useful for providing Quality of Services (QoS)
to mission-critical applications. In this work, we focus
on an important traffic engineering problem, which is dynamic establishment and release of bandwidth guaranteed
connections from ingress nodes to egress nodes in a Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switched network.
Another crucial, and closely related traffic engineering
problem is efficient allocation of spare capacity to provide survivability. This is because as one relies more and
more on information exchanged through networks, avoiding prolonged disruptions to information exchange due to

The problem of protection against a single node failure can be transunexpected failures of network equipment (e.g., link or formed to that of protection against a single link failure by splitting
node) becomes increasingly important.
each node into two halves with a “virtual” directed link in between.
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(or deallocated) in any shared path protection schemes depends on many factors including which links are used by
the corresponding AP. This is why shortest pair of path (or
SPP) algorithms such as the one in [2] can no longer guarantee minimum TBW allocation for a given connection establishment request, let alone those based on the so-called
active path first or APF heuristic [3]).
In [1], an approach which uses Integer Linear Programming (ILP) to determine a pair of AP and BP, called Sharing with Complete Information (or SCI), was proposed.
While SCI leads to maximal BBW sharing and maximal
improvement (about 37%) over the NS scheme in terms of
TBW consumption, a controller needs to maintain  
complete per-flow information, where  is the average path
length (in terms of the number of links) and  the average
number of existing connections, which could be thousands
or more. Accordingly, SCI is not suitable for implementation under distributed control as the signaling overhead
involved in exchanging that amount of information among
distributed controllers is just too much. Implementing SCI
under centralized control is also a challenge, especially if
requests for connection establishment or release arrive frequently as driven by some emerging applications. This is
because a centralized controller can easily become a performance bottleneck that also limits the network’s scalability. In addition, if the centralized controller fails, the
entire network will be down.
To address the above deficiencies of SCI, [1] proposed
another scheme based on an ILP formulation called Sharing with Partial Information (or SPI). SPI requires each
controller (at an edge node) to maintain only   partial
(and aggregated) information, where  is the number of
links in a network, but results in a much lower improvement (namely about 16%) over NS. A different approach,
which uses the APF heuristic to determine a pair of AP and
BP, called Survivable Routing or SR, was proposed in [3].
SR requires each edge node to maintain  ¾ complete
but aggregated information to achieve a near-optimal improvement (about 36%) over NS, and thus its scalability is
still limited,
In this paper (which is Part I of a two-part document),
we propose two new distributed control schemes under
what we call the distributed partial information management or DPIM framework, with one using an ILP formulation (mainly for the purpose of comparison), and the other
using the APF heuristic. In a nutshell, the novelty of the
DPIM framework is that the  ¾ complete and aggregated information maintained by each node in SR is now
partitioned among all the nodes in a network, and thus each
node only maintains (and uses)   partial information.
A salient feature of the proposed schemes is their ability



 

 

 

 



to allocate (and deallocate) minimal (and maximal) BBW
allocation on a chosen BP even though only partial information is available at each node, which is impossible in
SPI. As a result, they can achieve remarkable improvement
over SPI (their improvements over NS are 28% and 26%
respectively).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II contains the notations to be used throughout the paper. It also describes closely related prior work. Section
III describe the two DPIM schemes including what partial information is needed and how distributed routing is
performed. Section IV addresses another important integral part, which is how distributed signaling for connection
establishment and release is performed, and in particular,
how partial information is updated and exchanged. Section V presents the performance evaluation model used as
well as numerical results of the comparison between the
proposed DPIM schemes and a few existing approaches.
Section VI discusses how to support unprotected and preemptable connections. Section VII distinguish additional
related work from the proposed DPIM schemes. Section
VIII summarizes our contributions.
II. N OTATIONS AND P RIOR W ORK
In this section, we first present the notations to be used
in the paper and then discuss closely related prior work.
A. Notations
We consider a network  with  directed links (represented by set  and nodes, which can be classified into
two categories: edge nodes (ingress or egress), to which
users or terminal devices are connected, and core nodes
(which are nodes other than an edge node).
To facilitate our presentation, we will use a tuple 
  to represent a new request for connection establishment (or release), where and are the source (or ingress)
and destination (or egress) of the connection, respectively,
and  is the bandwidth (in units) requested by the connection.
The following additional notations will be used, where
a calligraphic font style (e.g.,  is used to denote a set or
a vector while a non-calligraphic style (e.g., ) is used to
denote a scalar value:
 

 : Set of links going from and
 , respectively.
coming into node
  and  : Set of links along an AP and BP, respectively.
  : Set of connections whose APs traverse link e.
 : Total (i.e., aggregated) ABW on link e











 

 

dedicated to the connections in  .
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 : Set of connections whose BPs traverse link e.
 : Total BBW allocated on link e for . Due to BBW
 .
sharing,  






B. Prior Solutions

In this subsection, we summarize three closely related
schemes
for shared path protection, namely, SCI, SPI and
 
  : Residue bandwidth of link . Its initial value is equal SR (mentioned in Sec. I). Some other related work will be
     (with described in Sec. VII.
to the capacity of link ,  . 
Since no prior work has provided any detail on how disonly protected connections).

 
  : Set of connections whose APs traverse tributed signaling for establishing connections (let alone
releasing connections), the following description of SCI,
link a and whose BPs traverse link b, where    .

 
 : Total amount of bandwidth required by SPI and SR will be limited to mainly how routing is per 
formed in each scheme.
the connections in  . It is a fraction of  as well as
 that is used by the APs and BPs, respectively, of the B.1 SCI: Sharing with Complete Information
connections in  .
In this scheme, the centralized controller maintains
  : Additional BBW needed on link  in order to use
complete per-flow information on all existing APs and BPs
it as a part of a BP for a new connection whose AP tra- in a network. More specifically, for every link   , both
verses link a. Its value depends on which BBW estimation  and  are maintained in addition to  . Note that,



method is used.
based on such information, all other parameters described



 
 

While most of the above notations are similar to those in Sec. II-A and in particular  for every link  and link
used in [1], the following notations are specific to the pro-  (i.e., all combinations) can be derived. It turns out that
such complete but aggregated information is what SCI reposed DPIM schemes:
ally needs.
  : Estimated BBW needed on link  along a new
In SCI, the problem of minimizing TBW needed (i.e.,
BP. Assuming that its corresponding AP is known, 
 . Whether this value is the minimum BBW jointly optimizing the selection of an AP and an BP) to

satisfy a new connection establishment request is solved
needed on link  or not depends on which BBW estimation based on the following Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
method is used to derive  . In addition, this is equal to formulation (which is slightly modified from [1] for easier
the actual BBW allocated on link  in all the schemes men- understanding).
tioned so far except the proposed DPIM schemes (which
Assume that the AP and BP for a new connection estabmay result in an over-estimation but always allocates the lishment request
   will traverse links  and ,
minimal BBW).
respectively. Since the total BBW that needs be reserved
  
  : Profile of BBW on a given link on link  is  , and the BBW already reserved on link

. This is a vector consisting of a list of  values, one b is  (which
is sharable), the additional BBW needed
for each link . Basically, it specifies the amount of BBW on link  to protect against the failure of link  is basically
on link  that is used to protect against the failure of every
     . Specifically, we have
other link (e.g., ½ , ¾      ) in the network.
  
 : This is the maximum value over all the









 








components in   . It is also the minimum (or necessary) amount of BBW needed on link e to backup all active paths. If a BBW allocation scheme (such as the DPIM
schemes to be described) always allocates minimum BBW
on link , then    .
  
  : Profile of ABW on a given link
. This is a vector consisting of a list (or set) of  values,
one for each link . It complements   , and specifies
the amount of ABW on link  that is protected by every
link (e.g., ½ , ¾      ) in the network.
  
 : This is the maximum value over all the













 

 
     



if    or 

  or
      
else if     

 and
 else if   

      

(i)
(ii)

(1)

(iii)

To facilitate the ILP formulation, assume that  and
 are implemented with two bit-maps with  components each. Let   be set to 1 if link e is used in the AP
in a
and 0 otherwise. Clearly, on link  whose 
solution obtained by ILP,  units of additional ABW need
be dedicated. Similarly, let  be 1 if link e is used on

components in   . It is also the sufficient amount of the BP and 0 otherwise. Accordingly, for any link ,
bandwidth that needs be reserved on any link in the network in order to protect against the failure of link .

     
(2)
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Note that   is the minimum additional BBW
needed on link . It is also the actual BBW to be allocated
on link .
The objective of the ILP formulation is to determine a
pair of AP and BP (or equivalently,  and  ) such that
the following cost function is minimized:

of SPI, as mentioned earlier, is that it achieves a lower improvement over NS when compared to SCI as a price paid
for maintaining only partial information.
B.3 Survivable Routing (SR)



    

In the so-called SR scheme [3], instead of maintaining
(3) complete per-flow (or equivalently per-path) information


as in SCI, complete aggregate (or equivalently per-link)


in SR, every
subject to the following constraints which are self- information is maintained. More specifically,
 for all links 
node
essentially
maintains
a
matrix
of


explaining:
and , as well as other necessary information. Also, SR
uses the active path first (APF) heuristic instead of ILP
  (i)
to determine a pair of paths. More specifically,
  (ii) (4) formulation

 
for every connection establishment request, an AP (with a
  (iii)
¾ÇÍÌ 
¾ÁÆ 
minimal number of links whose   ) is found first
using a shortest path algorithm. Then, the links used by
  (i)
the AP is removed, and each remaining link  is assigned
  (ii) (5) a cost of 

 
    (which is similar to
  (iii)
¾ÇÍÌ 
¾ÁÆ 

Eq. 2), and those whose    are then removed as
 
0,1
(6) well. Thereafter, a cheapest BP is chosen, and each link 




on the BP is allocated an amount of additional BBW equal
to  (the estimated backup cost).
As mentioned earlier, such a scheme allows the new BP
The main deficiency of SR is the  ¾ informato share maximum BBW with some existing BPs but has
two major drawbacks which make it non-scalable. One tion needed, which limits its scalability. In fact, in
is the huge amount of information to be maintained, and a wavelength-routed Wavelength Division Multiplexed
the other is the extremely high computational overhead in- (WDM) network where each connection (called lightpath
chanvolved in solving the ILP formulation, which makes it es- or wavelength path) occupies an entire wavelength
¾ information is


nel
on
a
link
it
spans,
maintaining
pecially unsuitable for the on-line situation.
not much better than maintaining complete per-flow information (i.e.,  and  ) as in SCI. This is because the exB.2 SPI: Sharing with Partial Information
pected maximum number of lightpaths in a WDM network
In this scheme, only the values of  and  (in addition
with  wavelengths on each of its E directed links is about
to  ) for every link  are maintained by the central con   (where  is the average path length). Hence, the
troller. An ILP formulation similar to the one described
amount of information that needs be maintained in SCI is
above can be used. More specifically, it was suggested in
      , which is the same as  ¾ given
[1] that  be replaced by  in Eq. 1 used to determine
 . In essence, if an AP were already chosen (as in the that  is on the same order as E (e.g., a few hundreds).
A variation of SR, called Successive SR or SSR can
case where APF heuristic is used), the estimated backup
achieve a better BBW sharing than SR. The main differcost on link  becomes
ence between SR and SSR is that, in the latter, some exist

    
(7) ing BPs may change, not only in the way they are routed


but also the amount of additional BBW reserved for them,
Note that, the additional BBW so estimated, which, in after the matrix  is updated as a result of setting up a new
SPI, is also the same as the actual BBW (or backup cost) to connection. Such changes may in turn trigger changes to
be allocated for link , is usually larger than the minimum other existing BPs until an equilibrium state is reached.
needed because     .
This iterative process involving changes in existing BPs
While the ILP formulation takes as much time to solve introduces a high signaling and control overhead, espeas in SCI, a quicker method which obtains a near-optimal cially under distributed control. This is the main reason
solution (with respect to the solution obtained by the ILP that we will focus on schemes that do not require existing
formulation for SPI) in about 1 second per request in a 70- BPs to change (but the proposed DPIM-SAM schemes can
node network was suggested in [1]. The main deficiency also be extended to allow BPs to change in order to make
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the tradeoffs between a high complexity and an improved be easily implemented using existing OSPF routing protocols.
BBW sharing).
III. T HE P ROPOSED DPIM S CHEMES
In this section, we describe the proposed DPIM
schemes, and in particular what   partial information
is maintained and exchanged, and how a pair of AP and BP
is determined. Distributed signaling in the DPIM schemes
to support minimal BBW allocation and maximal BBW
deallocation will be described in the next section.

 

A. Distributed Partial Information Management
We will first describe information maintained by DPIMSAM (based on ILP), which is a proper superset of that
maintained by DPIM-M-A (with a very small difference).
A distinct feature of DPIM-SAM, which makes it a truly
distributed approach, is that, every node (i.e., edge or
core) maintains some information. But only the information on every local (and outgoing) link , i.e., 

, are maintained at each node. More specifically,
each node maintains the following four scalars for each
local link :  ,  ,   , and   . Note that the last
two scalars can actually be derived from the additional information to be maintained (see below) and thus are for
convenience only.
In addition, each node also maintains the following
vectors (profiles of ABW and BBW) for each local link :
  and   . These two profile vectors, (each containing up to  components of  and  , respectively),
contain additional information that is not utilized by SPI.
The first profile vector is used to determine an up-to-date
value of   (which is useful for an edge node to obtain
a good estimate of  on the remote link  as to be described in the next subsection). The second profile is a key
to achieving minimal BBW allocation and maximal BBW
deallocation. Even with such additional information, the
total amount of information maintained at each node is
practically limited to   (as the number of local links
at each node is typically bounded by a small constant).
An each edge node, the only non-local information to be
maintained (and exchanged) is three scalars,  ,  , and
 , for each remote link . Accordingly, the amount of
local and remote information that needs be maintained is
still limited to   .
DPIM-M-A requires even less information and in fact,
only minimum remote information. More specifically, no
local or none-local information on  (or   ) is needed
at any node. In addition, the only non-local information an
edge node needs to maintain (and exchange) is the scalar,
 , for each remote link . Therefore, DPIM-M-A can







 

B. Distributed Routing
In the discussion below on the proposed DPIM schemes,
it is assumed that each request to establish a connection
arrives at its ingress node. The ingress node then acts as
a decentralized controller, and performs explicit routing to
determine a pair of paths (i.e., specifies the entire AP and
BP) for the request.
Note that, we assume that each edge node maintains the
topology of the entire network by, e.g., exchanging link
state advertisements (LSAs) among all nodes (edge and
core nodes) as in OSPF. Note that, non-local information
may also be either multicast to all edge nodes using dedicated signaling protocols, or broadcast to all nodes with
extended LSAs.
Note also that in a heavily-loaded network with a limited
link capacity, when an ingress node fails to find a suitable
pair of paths because of insufficient residual bandwidth
for example, the connection establishment request will be
rejected (such a request, if submitted after some existing
connections have been released, may be satisfied).
C. Path Determination
We first describe an ILP formulation to determine a pair
of AP and BP for a connection establishment request using
DPIM-SAM, which is similar to that described earlier for
SPI in Section II-B.2, but with several improvements.
First, we observe that with the information on  , the
additional BBW needed on link  when link  is used by
AP is at most    , which is smaller than   
 as estimated in SPI. Secondly, the additional BBW is
also bounded by , and hence, one can replace    
in Eq. 1 with
     . In other words,
assuming the AP is known, the backup cost on link  can
be estimated as







  







       



(8)

which is more accurate than the estimation given in Eq. 7.
One can also improve the objective function in the ILP
formulation by using the following instead:



 





      









(9)

may be set to 0.9999 for example. This 
where  
helps an ILP solver to choose a shorter path to use as an AP
which will lead to better BBW sharing. More specifically,
whenever there are two pairs of paths with the same TBW
(with or without BBW sharing), and the AP in the first
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pair is longer than the AP in the second pair (in which
case, the BBW required on the BP in the first pair must
be smaller than that in the second pair for the two pairs to
have the same TBW), the second pair with the shorter AP
will be chosen by the ILP solver for using this . On the
other hand, the first pair with the longer AP may be chosen
by the ILP solver if the  is not used. While our results
show that  yields only slightly better BBW sharing, such
a method of assigning less weight to a unit of BBW (which
is similar to a collateral payment) than to a unit of ABW
(which is similar to a cash payment) are also useful for
other applications. Note that, the quick method suggested
for SPI [1] can also be adapted in order to speed up the
path determination process.
Path determination in DPIM-M-A is much simpler. Just
like in SR, an AP (with a minimal number of links whose
  ) is found first using a shortest path algorithm.
The difference between the two is that in DPIM-M-A, after
removing all the links along the AP, every remaining link
will be assigned a cost of  (instead of the calculated value
of the backup cost as in SR). Those links with    will
then be removed, and a shortest path is found for use as the
BP. This ultra-fast algorithm takes less than 0.05 seconds
for each request in a 70-node network (approximately 20
times faster than the quick method [1]). One alternative to
DPIM-M-A is to remove all links with   , and find a
shortest pair of paths using the SPP algorithm in [2]. Then,
the shorter of the two can be used as the AP and the other
as the BP.
Note that, once the BP is chosen, however, minimal
BBW ( ) will be allocated on each link along the BP
in the proposed DPIM schemes (as to be described next).
This implies that some of the links removed earlier because of their insufficient    could have used by
the BP. Hence, another alternative to DPIM-M-A is to just
remove the links along the AP, and find a shortest path for
use as the BP. It is possible, however, that a link on the BP
so found may not have sufficient  (even with minimum
BBW allocation). Such a link will have to be removed after the signaling packet to reserving BBW on the BP fails
(see the section below and also Sec. IV-D for more discussion), and a new BP will have to be selected. This alternative may be useful to improve the selection of a BP at the
expense of a higher signaling complexity and longer BP
set-up latency.
IV. D ISTRIBUTED S IGNALING
Signaling is an important integral part of any distributed
control scheme as it directly affects how the distributively maintained information is updated and exchanged,
and consequently the signaling overhead and feasibil-

6

ity/scalability of the distributed control scheme. In this
subsection, we describe how distributed signaling is done
in DPIM-SAM. Distributed signaling in DPIM-M-A is
only slightly different (and in fact, simpler).
The basic idea of distributed signaling is as follows.
Once the two paths are determined, the ingress node sends
signaling packets to the nodes along the two paths to allocate bandwidth to the two paths. More specifically, let

 
     and        
be the set of links along the chosen AP and BP, respectively (whose lengths are  and  , respectively). Then,
an “AP Set-up” packet will be sent to the nodes along the
AP to establish the requested connection, which contains a
unique connection identifier, the explicit route (e.g.,  ),
and the bandwidth requested (i.e. ) among other information. The connection set-up process may be carried out
in any reasonable distributed manner by reserving  unit
 , creating an switchof bandwidth on each link 
ing/routing entry with an appropriate connection identifier
(e.g., a label), and configuring the switching fabric (e.g.,
a cross-connect) at each node along the active path, until
the egress node is reached. The egress node then sends
back an acknowledgment packet (or ACK). Actions to be
taken at each node that are specific to the proposed DPIM
schemes will be described in the following subsections.
In addition, a “BBW Allocation” packet will be sent to
the nodes along the chosen BP. This packet will contain information similar to that carried by the AP Set-up packet.
At each node along the BP, similar actions will also be
taken except that the switching fabric will not be configured. In addition, the amount of bandwidth to be reserved
 may be less than  due to potential
on each link 
BBW sharing, and in fact, it will be a minimal value which
may even be less than that estimated by Eq. 8.
To facilitate connection release (to be discussed in
Sec. IV-C), the ingress node creates and maintains a record
for the connection, which includes the connection identifier,  and  , as well as the requested bandwidth .









A. BBW Allocation
A naive approach to BBW allocation, which we call
estimation-based allocation or the E approach, is to in (given
clude estimated BBW needed on each link 
by Eq. 8 for example) in the BBW Allocation packet.
Here, we describe a different approach called minimum
bandwidth allocation or simply the M approach, used by
both DPIM-SAM and DPIM-M-A. The basic idea is to let
the BBW Allocation packet contain the information on AP
(i.e., a linked list  ). Upon receiving this information,
each node that has an outgoing link   updates the
locally maintained profile vector   and   . More
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specifically, only  components in   that correspond
to links 
 (where  is the length of AP), need to
 ). Also,
increase their values by  (i.e., 
if the old value of   is maintained, the updated value
of   can be easily obtained as the largest among its old
value and the values of the newly updated  components.
Hence, only a marginal computing overhead is involved.
Thereafter, the amount of BBW to be allocated on link
 is       . If   , then  and  are
increased and reduced by , respectively, and the updated
values of  and  are multicast to all ingress nodes.
Since   is the necessary (i.e., minimum) BBW
needed on link , the M approach will allocate minimal
additional BBW on link  each time a BBW Allocation
packet is processed. Fig. 1 shows an example in which
the M approach outperforms the E approach. In this ex  and
ample, it is assumed that two connections
  have been established in sequence as shown in
Fig. 1 (a) and (b). In all figures, a numerical number displayed along a link with (and without) a quotation mark
denotes the BBW (and ABW), respectively, reserved on
that link.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of minimal BBW allocation



B. Maintaining Partial Information on AP
ABW allocation is straight-forward (as it involves a
fixed amount, ). However, in order to allow ingress nodes
to maintain updated information on  for every link  as
in DPIM-SAM for the purpose of path determination, the
following additional actions need to be taken as a part of
the connection set-up process in DPIM-SAM.
First, the ingress node will send an “AP Set-up” packet
carrying the information on the chosen BP to the nodes
along AP. Upon receiving such information, each node
that has an outgoing link 
 updates the profile vector
  as well as  (in much the same way that  
as well as   are updated on the BP). Thereafter,  is
reduced by  and the updated values of  and  are
multicast to all ingress nodes.
In DPIM-M-A, no information on BP needs be carried
by the AP Set-up packet, and only the updated  along
the AP needs be multicast to all ingress nodes.





C. Connection Release

(3->4, 3)
2

1

d



access to complete information, and thus can select a better
pair of paths.



As in performing distributed signaling to establish a
connection, an important issue in dealing with a connection release request is how to update the locally maintained
partial information and distribute the updated information
among the edge nodes.
In both DPIM schemes, when a connection release request arrives at an ingress node, the ingress node will send
an “AP Tear-Down” packet and a “BBW Deallocation”
packet to the nodes along the AP and BP, respectively.
These two packets will carry the connection identifier, and
sent to the first intermediate node along the AP and BP,
respectively. Similar to an AP Set-up packet, an AP Teardown packet will carry 2 in DPIM-SAM, but not in
DPIM-M-A. Also, similar to a BBW Allocation packet,
a BBW Deallocation packet will also carry  in both
DPIM schemes.
A node along the BP processes the BBW Deallocation
packet in much the same way that it processes the BBW
Allocation packet, except that here, the  components in
  will be adjusted down (instead of up) by . After
  is updated, the amount of BBW to be deallocated on
, no actions other
link  is       . If 
than forwarding the BBW Deallocation packet to the next
node along the BP needs be taken. Otherwise,  and 
decreases and increases, respectively, by . These two

Now consider a new connection
  which will
use links  and  on the AP and BP, respectively. Since

and 
(prior to the establishment of the
connection), using the E approach, one still needs to allocate one (1) additional unit of BBW on link  as shown
in Fig. 1(c). However, using the M approach,  is still
3 after establishing the connection, so no additional BBW
on link  is allocated as shown in Fig. 1(d).
Note that in the DPIM schemes, a pair of paths is determined by an ingress node based on only partial infor
mation. So even with minimal BBW allocation, it is reaBut there is no need for it to carry  as the connection-identifier
sonable that they will underperform SCI or SR which has can be used for hop-by-hop forwarding of the AP Tear-Down packet.
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updated values are multicast to all edge nodes in DPIMSAM but only one ( ) in DPIM-M-A.
Similarly, a node along the AP processes the AP Teardown packet in much the same way that it processes the
AP Set-up packet, except that when there was an increase
in a value, it should be an decrease instead, and vice versa.
D. Aborted Connection Establishment
With distributed signaling, each ingress node may have
the most up to date information on e.g., on  when it
computed the paths for a connection establishment request
it received. However, since two ingress nodes will choose
their corresponding pair of paths independently of each
other, they may send out two AP Set-up packets, for example, requesting for ½ and ¾ units of ABW on the same
link , where ½   and ¾   , but ½ ¾   .
In such a case, one of the AP Set-up packet will fail to proceed (and be dropped), and an negative acknowledgment
(or NAK) will be sent back to the its originating ingress
node. In addition, any portion of the corresponding AP
already established prior to link  will be released. The
ingress node, upon receiving the NAK, will also need to
deallocate BBW along the corresponding BP. The ingress
node may then choose to reject the connection establishment request, or wait until it receives updated information
(if any) before trying a possibly different AP (and/or BP).
Similar situations may also occur where a BBW Allocation packet cannot proceed because of insufficient 
on an outgoing link . In such cases, similar backtracking
actions will take place.



Fig. 2. A 15-node network

which is the same as that used in [1] and has 15 nodes and
28 bi-directed edges (for a total of 56 links). The capacity of each link is assumed to be either infinite or limited
as to be discussed in the next subsection. Another network with 70 nodes (264 links) is also considered, and it is
found that the two networks generate relatively consistent
performance results.
B. Traffic Types

We compare the performance of various schemes including SCI, SPI, SR, DPIM-SAM (ILP without using )
and DPIM-M-A. Processing and signaling overheads are
ignored in this quantitative comparison study. The performance of the two alternatives to DPIM-M-A discussed
earlier are not evaluated here. However, for completeness,
we also evaluate the performance of SPI-A, where A is
short for APF. SPI-A works the same way as DPIM-M-A
except that after an AP is found, each remaining link will
be assigned an (actual) cost given by Eq. 7 (instead of an
estimated cost of  as in DPIM-M-A) before a cheapest
path will be found for use as the BP.
In the rest of the section, we describe the network topology assumed, traffic types considered, and performance
metrics used before presenting the results.

We consider two types of traffic, one in which an established connection lasts forever (i.e., incremental traffic) as
in [1], [3], and the other in which it may terminate after a
certain duration (i.e., dynamic traffic).
In both cases, the ingress and egress of a connection establishment request is evenly distributed among all nodes,
and requests arrive in an on-line fashion. For the case with
incremental traffic, the bandwidth required by the connections is uniformly distributed between 1 and 10 units as in
[1]. Note that, any request arrival process may be assumed.
For the case with dynamic traffic, the bandwidth required varies from 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 12 units with probability being 20%, 10%, 30%, 10%, 10%, 20%, respectively. In addition, requests are assumed to arrive according to a Poisson process, and the connection duration has a
Pareto distribution. This is just an attempt to model realistic traffic (which may be self-similar and whose bandwidth
requirements range from OC-1 to OC-12). Other possibilities, including uniformly distributed bandwidth requirements and exponentially distributed connection durations,
have also been examined, and we have found that they
have no significant impact on the performance of various
schemes studied in this paper.

A. Network Topology

C. Performance Metrics

V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

To facilitate a fair comparison between our approaches
The following two performance metrics are used, one
and prior ones, we consider the topology shown in Fig. 2, for each traffic type considered.
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C.1 Bandwidth Saving (Ratio)
To obtain this metric, it is assumed that the capacity of
each link is infinite (and hence all requests will be satisfied), and the traffic is incremental. After an appreciable
number of requests have been satisfied, TBW consumed
(i.e., sum of ABW and BBW on APs and BPs, respectively) for each of the schemes is evaluated and consequently, bandwidth saving, in terms of TBW consumption
ratio over the NS scheme, is determined as similarly done
in [1]. Note that, for a given request, the BBW needed
will be no less than the ABW needed in NS. Hence, even
if an ideal scheme that achieves maximum BBW sharing
is used, the bandwidth saving ratio will be upper-bounded
by 50% (achievable only if no BBW is needed at all).

rate is based on the cost of using the cheapest (or shortest)
pair of AP and BP in the network from  to  (assuming
there were infinite capacity in the network), and hence is
independent of the current load in the network 3 . An important and desirable consequence of using the assumed
earning rate (along with the earnings from a connection) is
that it tends to discourage an algorithm that tries to maximize earnings from choosing an unnecessarily expensive
(or long) path to establish the connection. Because choosing an expensive/long path under such a model may prevent other (future) connections from being established and
thus resulting in lost revenues.
We compare the total earnings of each scheme and in
particular, the improvement ratio over the NS scheme.
D. Simulation Results

C.2 Total Earning (Ratio)
The bandwidth saving measure may not mean much
since in a practical case, all links have a finite capacity
and thus not all requests can be satisfied.
Accordingly, in this set of experiments (simulation), we
assume that each link has a finite capacity and dynamic
traffic is considered. For example, in the Fig. 2 above,
each dark (bold) link (consisting of two unidirectional
links) is assumed to have a capacity of 192 units in each
direction (to model an OC-192 link), and each of the other
links has a capacity of 48 units in each direction (to model
an OC-48 link). As a result, some requests will be rejected
under a heavy traffic load.
The total number of rejected connection establishment
requests (after an initial set of requests are satisfied) using each scheme has been used as a performance measure (e.g., in [1]). However, comparison between different
schemes based on such a measure (or equivalently blocking probability) may not be fair. Since different schemes
will accommodate different requests, but this measure
does not differentiate one request from another. So, for
example, if one scheme can satisfy one request for a connection from Alaska, USA to NY, USA, while the other
can satisfy two requests for connections between Buffalo,
NY and New York, NY instead, it would not be fair enough
to say that the second scheme is better than the first.
This motivates us to use the total earning (or revenue) as
a metric. To this end, a scheme-independent Earning Rate
matrix for the entire network is used. An entry at  
represents earnings per bandwidth unit and time unit by a
connection from ingress  to egress  . The earnings from
a connection from  to  is thus the product of the earning rate, requested units of bandwidth, and the connection
duration.
In this study, for lack of a better alternative, the earning

 

Table I shows the average bandwidth saving ratio (vs.
NS) (over the 10 experiments) in the 15-node network and
a 70-node network. For each network, the first row is for
schemes using an ILP formulation, and the second row is
for the corresponding schemes using the APF heuristic.
TABLE I
AVERAGE BANDWIDTH S AVING R ATIO

37.2%(SCI)
36.4%(SR)
35.5%(SCI)
34.3%(SR)

15-node network
15.6%(SPI)
28.0%(DPIM-SAM)
8.2%(SPI-A)
25.5%(DPIM-M-A)
70-node network
9.0%(SPI)
26.4%(DPIM-SAM)
-19.0%(SPI-A) 24.0%(DPIM-M-A)

An interesting observation is that the bandwidth saving
ratio of DPIM-M-A, which is 25.5% and 24% in the two
networks, respectively, is quite impressive, while that of
SPI-A is not and in fact, extremely disappointing in the
70-node network. The reason for this (and in particular, the
negative improvement ratio in the 70-node network) is that
the  given in Eq. 7 is so over-estimated that it could
even be higher than  (which is used by NS), and thus
results in excessive BBW allocation. This problem of SPI
can be easily fixed by using  as an upper bound for 
as in the DPIM schemes, but having this fix alone does not
help improve the performance of SPI much according to
our results (not shown here).
Table II shows the average total earning ratio (vs. NS)
over 10 experiments (that are different from those mentioned earlier). In these experiments, each network is
loaded with heavy (dynamic) traffic. These results also


If the earning rate is load-dependent, it will become schemedependent also.
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show that the DPIM schemes consistently outperform SPI
with a wide margin. Interestingly, due to the dynamics in
the large 70-node network, SR and DPIM-M-A performs
slightly better than their ILP counterparts. Finally, the results indicate that the over-estimation problem in SPI has
more severe effects in networks with limited capacity and
dynamic traffic because requests that could have been accommodated even by NS will now have to be rejected,
which results in lost earnings.
TABLE II
T OTAL E ARNING R ATIO

28.7%(SCI)
27.6%(SR)
30.1%(SCI)
31.4%(SR)

15-node network
-1.6%(SPI)
19.3%(DPIM-SAM)
-5.9%(SPI-A)
13.8%(DPIM-M-A)
70-node network
-14.6%(SPI)
12.3%(DPIM-SAM)
-30.9%(SPI-A) 12.5%(DPIM-M-A)

VI. S UPPORT M ULTIPLE C LASSES OF C ONNECTIONS
In this section, we describe how to accommodate two
additional classes of connections which differ from the
protected class of connections discussed so far in their tolerance to faults: namely, unprotected and pre-emptable.
An unprotected connection, denoted by , does not have
a BP so if (and only if) its path (similar to an AP of a protected connection) is broken due to a failure, traffic carried
by  will be lost. A pre-emptable connection, denoted by
, is unprotected, and in addition, carries low-priority traffic such that even if a failure on some link  does not break
itself, the traffic carried by may be pre-empted because
its bandwidth on some link  will be taken away by a BP
traversing link , whose corresponding AP (for a protected
connection) is now broken as it uses link .
A. Transformation
To accommodate all three classes of connections in one
unified framework, we transform a request for the establishment of  or into a request for the establishment of a
protected connection as follows.
The definition of  above implies that  needs a dedicated amount of bandwidth on a path (just as an AP) but no
BBW. Hence, a request for the establishment of  can be
treated as a request for the establishment of a protected
connection with its AP used to establish  and without
having to deal with BP selection and BBW allocation.
The case for an pre-emptable connection establishment
request is more complex because we need to make sure
that not only a pre-emptable connection will share BBW

with any other BPs, but also it will be prevented from sharing any bandwidth with other pre-emptable connections.
Accordingly, we treat a request for the establishment of
as a request for the establishment of a protected connection, but will use its BP to establish (and thus carries traffic), and a “phantom AP” which will use a “virtual path”.
Such a virtual path is guaranteed to be link disjoint with
any real/physical paths in the network for use by . In
addition, all such phantom APs for pre-emptable connections will use some common portion of this virtual path
(which has an unlimited and zero-cost bandwidth). Accordingly, their corresponding BPs used to establish preemptable connections cannot share any bandwidth (BBW)
among each other, but can share BBW with any other BPs.
B. Extension to DPIM
The DPIM schemes and in particular, the one with the
ultra-fast APF heuristic, can be extended to support these
two additional classes of connections as follows. Let 
and  denote the sum of the bandwidth required by unprotected and pre-emptable connections, respectively, on link
. Since  cannot be shared, it does not need be distinguished from  and hence, we may define 
  .
Also, based on the transformation from a preemptable connection request into a protected connection request dis    and
cussed above, we further define  
        , where  is the capacity of link 
and also the initial value of   . Just like before, there is
no need to maintain  (or  ). But each node (edge or
core) does need to maintain, locally,   (instead of  ),
. Optionally,   , which can
and  for link  
be obtained from  and  , can also be maintained locally for convenience. An edge node will also maintain,
for every remote link ,   (instead of  ), and  .
When processing a request related to a protected connection (whether for its establishment or for its release),
one may follow the same procedure outlined earlier by replacing  with   and  with   (note that  still
needs be updated and maintained as before).
One can process a request related to an unprotected connection in much the same way that one processes a request
related to a protected connection with the exception that
there is no corresponding BP. Accordingly, APF works
perfectly for a request to establish .
Finally, one can process a request to establish using a
variation of the APF heuristic as follows. First, for every
    . It then aslink   , one calculates 

  as the cost of link , and finds a cheapest
signs
path (just as a BP for a protected connection is found using
DPIM-M-A). can now be established in much the same
way that BBW is allocated along the path with the follow-
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ing three modifications: (1) the switching fabric at each
node along the path should be configured; (2)  is the
actual amount of additional bandwidth allocated on link ;
and (3)  and possibly   should be updated and their
values should be multicast to all edge nodes). A request to
release can be processed similarly.
VII. M ORE ON R ELATED W ORK
In addition to the work in [1], [3], there is a large body of
related work on shared path protection with foci on and applications to SONET, ATM and WDM networks. For example, [4] described a distributed scheme where each node
maintains a so-called fault management table (FMT) for
each local link , which lists every flow whose active path
(AP) or backup path (BP) uses link , but routing of APs
and BPs is fixed, that is, independently of such information4 . [5] described, among others, a distributed scheme
where a node maintains a table similar to FMT for each
local link, but routing of a BP is done hop-by-hop by forwarding a signaling packet that follows the breadth-firstsearch (BFS) order. Another distributed scheme, where no
information other than  about remote links is needed by
each edge node, was only briefly mentioned in [6] without any detail on how signaling is done and what information is maintained locally at each node. It seems that this
scheme can only achieve a low degree of BBW sharing
without trying several possible BPs.
Another distributed scheme, which is mainly for linkbased restoration, and requires each node to maintain  
for each local link , was described in [7]. The main
difference between this scheme and our proposed DPIM
schemes (as well as the above three schemes) is that such
information needs to be sent to all edge nodes, and thus the
scheme is more like SR.
Finally, several schemes similar to SCI-I, but mainly for
an off-line case, were described in [5], [8], [9]. Many other
ILP or heuristic based approaches have also been proposed
and the readers are referred to a brief survey of these work
in [3], [5] and the references contained therein.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a novel and comprehensive distributed control framework, called DPIM, for
maintaining partial and aggregated (local and/or non-local)
information needed to achieve efficient share path protection of bandwidth guaranteed connections. We have specified the information to be maintained as well as how it is
updated and exchanged through distributed signaling. A



In addition, the amount of information in FMT is  
 , which
is definitely larger than   and could be as much as  .


simple but elegant solution, which is the first of the kind to
our best knowledge, has also been proposed to support unprotected and pre-emptable connections under the DPIM
framework.
The proposed DPIM scheme can, also for the first time,
allocate minimal backup bandwidth (BBW), as well as
deallocate maximal BBW, with only   partial information and under distributed control. We have compared
the performance of various schemes assuming networks
with both finite and infinite link capacity, and and in the
later case, used a performance metric based on a fair
scheme-independent earning rate. It has been shown that
the proposed ultra-fast heuristic-based DPIM scheme can
achieve almost the same performance as the ILP-based
DPIM scheme and in fact, both perform remarkably better
than some existing approaches with partial information.
Finally, this paper has laid down a solid foundation for
further study of the DPIM schemes. For example, we have
developed a variation which uses a heuristic called APF
with potential backup cost (or APF-PBC) to determine a
pair of paths upon receiving a connection establishment
request. A pleasantly surprising result is this APF-PBC
heuristic outperforms all ILP-based schemes evaluated in
this paper (given the exactly same information). Due to
space limit, it is necessary for us to describe the idea and
theoretic background behind APC-PBC, present numerical
results, and explain the reason for such results in Part II of
this document (submitted in conjunction with this Part I).
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